Abstract-Being an integral part of the network traffic, nowadays it's vital to design robust mechanisms to provide QoS for multimedia applications. The main goal of this paper is to provide an efficient solution to support content-aware video transmission mechanism with buffer underflow avoidance at the receiver in multipath networks. Towards this, we introduce a content-aware time-varying utility function, where the quality impacts of video content is incorporated into its definition. Using the proposed utility function, we formulate a multipath Dynamic Network Utility Maximization (DNUM) problem for the rate allocation of video streams, where it takes into account QoS demand of video streams in terms of buffer underflow avoidance. Finally, using primal-dual method, we propose a distributed solution that optimally allocates the shared bandwidth to video streams. The numerical examples demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed content-aware rate allocation algorithm for video sources in both single and multiple path network models.
I. INTRODUCTION Nowadays, multimedia applications like on-demand streaming, IPTV, videoconferencing and online video games have become an integral part of the traffic passing through communication networks. To improve the satisfaction level of clients, multimedia networking have gained a lot of research interests, addressing many new challenges inherent to these applications. There is a large body of literature devoted to empirical and analytical study of multimedia communications.
Since the publication of seminal paper [1] in 1998, Network Utility Maximization (NUM) has been used as a promising framework to analytically model the network resource allocation problems. NUM in its basic version [2] concerns with maximizing the aggregate utility of users, while satisfying link capacity constraints. Moreover, robustness against traffic variations in network capacity and changes in topology are the main motivation for considering multipath extension of NUM problems [3] . There are also some works in the literature, which have considered inelastic traffic for real-time applications such as streaming traffic [4] [5] [6] , where they considered an explicit notion of utility function to model the QoS requirements of real-time applications. Those works are not particularly pertinent for video streaming traffic. The rationale behind this is the fact that video traffic has a time-varying utility function and different frames in a compressed video carry different levels of importance in terms of QoS characteristics. There are studies in the literature which have respected the time-varying nature of video stream. Li. et. al . [7] proposed a min-max distortion-fair video adaptation scheme where video sources drop less important frames when the network is congested. Hong. et. al . [8] have incorporated video packet significances into optimal channel power allocation.
Another important issue in regard to seminal utility-based optimization approaches like [1] and [2] is that they solve the network utility maximization problem in a single period, and they respond to future changes in link capacity or flow utility functions by resolving the new problem and then adjusting flow rates accordingly. Recently Trichakis. et. al. [9] considered the explicit notion of time in NUM and called it Dynamic Network Utility Maximization (DNUM). They presented a multi-period variation of NUM, with constraints involving a flow's rate across time, which they called delivery contracts. Delivery contracts are conducive to expressing QoS requirements of multimedia applications. For example receiver side of a streaming session employs buffers in order to cope with network-induced delay jitter. Thus, an issue of great importance is to ensure that receiver buffer does not run out of video frames during playback. As shown in this paper, we can represent this requirement using delivery contracts.
Buffer underflow avoidance can be achieved through several ways. One of the solutions is to adaptively change the video playout rate at the receiver according to the amount of playout buffer fullness [10] . Another approach is to manage the playout buffer by calculating the playback threshold so as to minimize the start-up delay and maximize the duration of continuous playback [11] . On the other hand, the sender can adapt its rate to avoid media freeze-ups in the receiver [12] . Our approach to avoid buffer underflows falls in this category.
The main goal of this paper is to provide an efficient solution to support content-aware video transmission with continuous playback at the receiver in communication networks with multiple path between each source-destination pair. Towards this, the main contributions of this paper are as follows
• We introduce a content-aware time-varying utility model which intelligently tracks the quality impacts of video content.
• Another contribution is respect to buffer underflow avoidance, where we introduce continuous playback issue in terms of our optimization problem's constraints to avoid freeze-ups.
• We extend the single path network model in [9] to the multipath one to support a robust network model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we give the system model. In addition, the content-aware timevarying video utility model is also presented in this section. Section III gives the optimal solution. Following this, the numerical results are provided in Section IV. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Multipath Network Model
We consider a network involving a set L = {1, . . . , L} of links and is shared amongst a set S = {1, . . . , S} of sources. Characteristics of links and sources can vary over time t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T }. Transmission rate of source s at time t is denoted by x st . Different from single path networks, in this paper, each source s can have ω s alternative paths from the source to the destination. The number of source paths are constant during the time. Let x sit denote the amount of rates allocated to source s at time t and on path i. Thus, obviously the source rate of s at t is
where m st and M st are respectively the minimum and the maximum rates of source s at time t. The possibly timevarying routing structure of network is represented by a source routing matrix
if ith path of s passes through l at t 0 otherwise When source s transmits at rate x st attains a utility U st (x st ), which models the QoS performance of the user. In the next subsection, we discuss the time-varying utility function of video sessions in detail. In order to represent the link capacity constraint, we assume that each link in the network has a capacity c tl at time t. Thus, the LT capacity constraints is defined as follows
B. Time-varying Video Utility Model
In this subsection we introduce a new utility model for video sources. The proposed model is based on the fact that video frames are not equal in terms of quality impact when facing loss. The video utility model is aware of characteristics of video content and varies over time.
1) Structure of Video Frames: Quality impact of each video frame mainly originates from inter-frames coding techniques, where reference frames are considered to be more important than others. If a frame contains error, then this error can propagate into other frames that reference it. Standard encoders usually generate three types of compressed frames. I-frames are the most important, followed by P-frames, and finally Bframes. I-frames are considered the most important as they are used as references for the successful decoding of the subsequent frames through a GOP. P-frames are encoded by motion prediction with respect to previous I-or P-frame. Bframes use both previous and subsequent frames as reference. Hence, I-, P-, and B-frames, in this order, are of decreasing importance in terms of dependency on surrounding frames.
2) Time-varying Utility Model: While being beneficial for compression, exploiting temporal redundancy in encoding causes the problem of loss propagation. If an I or P frame is lost during transmission, all succeeding frames in GOP which have been encoded with respect to the lost frame will be useless, even if they are received successfully at the receiver. On the other hand, loss of a B-frame has only local effect and does not propagate to the end of GOP. So, we should take into account this different importance of frames in resource allocation for video sources. We achieve this issue by assigning different utility functions for different frames.
In order to consider the characteristics of video sequences in utility function definition, first we take a glance into some facts pertinent to NUM approach. To pursue maximum of social welfare in a network, the main goal in NUM is to achieve the maximum aggregate utility in the system. This results in favoring sources that require lower bandwidth to achieve higher utility. In the reverse direction, a source with high rate demand is treated poorly.
For illustrative purpose, we consider two individual sources s 1 and s 2 associated with utility U s1 (x s1 ) = α s1 log(x s1 + 1) and U s2 (x s2 ) = α s2 log(x s2 + 1), respectively. Here, α s1 and α s2 are positive weighting parameters. We assume other characteristics of s 1 and s 2 such as the minimum and the maximum rate, and source paths are the same. In such a situation, if α s1 > α s2 the NUM problem yields x s1 > x s2 . For a detailed discussion please see [5] .
In the dynamic network utility maximization [9] , system model allows utilities to vary over the time. In order to define frame-level utility function for video sources, first we assume that frame rate of all video streams are the same and we set the length of each timeslot to the frame playback time. As the utility function can vary at the beginning of each timeslot, we can define utility function on a per-frame basis. We define U st (x st ) = log x st as the utility function of each source. However, due to the importance of video frames, weighting parameter w st will change. In order to intelligently choose the weighting parameter, we introduce the frame importance metric of ith frame of a video sequence for source s, f si that plays at time t as
where D ideal s is the distortion of source s's video sequence, when there is no lost frame at the receiver. Moreover, D loss fsi is the distortion of decoded video when only f si is lost. It is obvious that the more D loss fsi , the more w st , i.e., the more frame quality impact, the more weighting parameter and finally, the more the attention in rate allocation. However, despite the usage of such techniques, the relative importance of decoded frames will remain unchanged. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that frame-copy will be employed in case of loss, i.e., if frame f i is lost, the decoder will replace f i and all the frames that have decoding dependency on it with f i−1 . With this assumption, we get
where N s is the number of frames in video sequence. Moreover,
is played instead of f sj . We define the set P fsi as
The first term in (2) represents the aggregate distortion of video frames that are not influenced by the loss. The later is due to the aggregate distortion stem from the lost of f si .
3) An Illustrative Example: As an example, the values of w st for a sample video sequence are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The frame importance is shown for the first GOP whose structure is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . For the sake of better illustration, we map the values of frame importances into [1, 5] . In this figure, you can see that the first I-frame is considered as the first and the highest importance level. The succeeding three P-frames, i.e., f s5 , f s9 , and f s13 , have the second set of importance levels. The number of frames that directly/indirectly use f s5 as reference is 15, while this number is 11 for the f s9 . So, f s5 is more important than f s9 . The B-frames with odd indexes which are used as reference for the even B-frames form the third importance level frames. At last, the frames with the lowest importance level are B-frames with even indexes.
C. Buffer Constraints
Another set of constraints are called delivery contracts and they characterize QoS requirements of multimedia applications [13] . Here we would like to avoid buffer underflow at the end of time horizon. In order to obtain the mathematical expression for this constraint, we adopt the buffer evolution formula from [14] . First, we mention that we have a unicast model and hence the arrival rate to the buffer of a receiver is equal to the rate of the corresponding sender. Let us denote by b st , the buffer length of source s at time t and by q s the buffer consumption rate at receiver required to achieve a target quality threshold for the decoded video. Also we assume that each source streams a video of frame rate F frames/s. Starting at time T , we can express the buffer evolution process at destination of s as
Note that equation (3) has been written considering the fact that the time interval between two consecutive time steps is 1 F (sec). After some algebraic manipulations, from this recursive equation we evaluate b sT as follows
Our aim is to avoid buffer underflow at the end of the time horizon, so we require b sT > 0, or consequently
Equation (5) forms the mathematical expression for buffer underflow avoidance constraint in our problem setting.
D. Problem Statement
Putting all the above mentioned issues together, now we cast rate allocation problem as
x sit (6) subject to
where X t denote the Cartesian product of X st , i.e., X t S s=1 X st . Optimization variables are source rate vector
s ∈ S). The utility function for video sources s at time t is defined as
where D loss fsj is defined in (2) and f sj is the frame being played at t. We defer solving the optimization problem until the next section.
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
A. Convexity
We assumed that utility functions U st (x st ) are strictly concave, increasing, and differentiable. In multipath network model, the utility functions are not strictly concave because of ωs i=1 x sit [3] . The consequences of non-strict convexity are that strong duality might not hold and dual function might not be differentiable on its domain [15] .
In order to circumvent this issue, based on the idea of Proximal Optimization Algorithm [16] , we make it strictly concave by adding a quadratic term to the objective function. Towards this, we define an augmented optimization variablẽ x sit for each x sit and add the strictly concave quadratic term −
2 to the objective. The problem is rewritten below
Eq. (7)- (9) wherex t = (x st = ωs i=1x sit , s ∈ S). When using iterative methods to solve the above problem, at the optimal point we havex sit = x sit and thus the quadratic term will be zero and both problems will have the same optimal value. Therefore, both problems are equivalent.
B. Lagrangian Duality and Optimal Rate Control
Now, we solve problem (10) using primal-dual algorithm.
be the Lagrange multipliers for capacity constraints (8) at time t, and λ = (λ t , t ∈ T ). Moreover, let μ = (μ s , s ∈ S) be the Lagrange multipliers associated with constraints (9) . The Lagrangian of problem (10) is
Since the objective of primal problem (10) is strictly concave, the dual is always differentiable. So, in order to obtain a distributed solution, we use Gradient projection method [16] to simultaneously solve the primal and its corresponding dual problem using primal-dual methods. In primal-dual methods, primal and dual variables are updated using 
where
is a projection that ensures x st ∈ X t , and γ ≥ 0 is step size.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The proposed rate control algorithm is examined through extensive numerical analysis. However, for the sake of illustration, we only present the following two scenarios.
A. First Scenario: Single Path Topology with Time-varying Video Utility Functions
In the first scenario, we give special attention to timevarying utility for video sequences. We consider the single path network topology of Fig. 2 with link capacities {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } = {640, 800, 640} Kbps, shared by three video sources. We used test sequences of NBS news [17] , with frame rate of 30 fps and the same GOP structure of Fig. 1(a) . We set the weighting parameters according to the values in Fig. 1(b) . Here we assess our rate allocation algorithm in a time horizon of length 16 frames, where video sequences have the following pairwise alignment between themselves:
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Assume that sources initialize their maximum rate values with the actual size of video frames being streamed. In addition, buffer underflow avoidance imposes the constraint that aggregate rate of sources 1, 2, and 3 across the time horizon should be greater than 5.6, 4, and 3.2 Mbps, respectively. We have plotted the final source rates in Fig. 3 . Convergence results have been obtained with constant step size γ = 0.8. It is worth noting that the rate allocated to a video stream in a specific time step is influenced by two factors: 1) The relative importance of the corresponding frame with respect to other frames of that stream throughout the time horizon.
2) The relative importance of the corresponding frame with respect to the other sources' frames in that specific time step. Results from Fig. 3 clearly demonstrate that importance of video contents have been respected in the final rates. 
B. Second Scenario: Multipath Topology
In the second scenario, we concentrate on the multipath case with topology depicted in Fig. 4 . Due to the time-varying network model, link capacities in each timeslot are chosen randomly from a uniform distribution with intervals in Kbps are shown in Fig. 4 . We assume there are two sessions in the network, both with 4 different paths. 6 ) are paths of session 2, which drives the video session. We assume the video session uses a NBC News, whose GOP pattern is demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) . The weighting parameters of this video session are set according to values in Fig. 1(b) . The minimum weighting parameter for the video session is 1, which is equal to weighting parameters of session 1. The other parameters used in our numerical example are given in Table I . The optimal source and path rates of s 1 and s 2 over time are shown in Fig. 5(a) . Also, link prices of bottleneck links are displayed in Fig. 5(b) . Positive values of link prices imply that unused link capacity is 0.
V. CONCLUSION
With proliferation of multimedia services as an integral part of the network traffic, it has become one of the major issues of great concern to design robust networks with efficient transmission mechanisms to provide QoS for video applications. In this paper, we formulated a multipath dynamic network utility maximization problem (DNUM) for the optimal rate allocation of video streams using a novel content-aware time-varying utility function. In utility function definition, the quality impacts of video content is incorporated. Moreover, we modeled QoS demand of video streams in terms of buffer underflow avoidance as a constraint of the problem. We solved the problem using primal-dual method. Finally, a distributed algorithm was obtained that intelligently allocates the bandwidth into competing video streams. The experimental examples demonstrated the effectiveness results of considering 
